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Location of Clinic
Directions from the M50 northbound
- Take the Dundrum/Ballinteer exit to traffic lights. Drive through and take 3rd exit heading to the Sandyford Industrial Estate.
- When you come through traffic lights keep to lane on right and drive to next traffic lights/crossroads (You will see Beacon buildings on right)
- At traffic lights turn right – Beacon Hotel will be on your right
- Turn right at next traffic lights onto Blackthorn Road and pass the Beacon Hospital car park on your right hand side.
- Drive to next set of traffic lights (pedestrian)
- Just after traffic lights turn right onto Furze Road (Spirit Motor Centre on corner of road) – Q house is large building on left hand side beside Insomnia coffee shop
- There is metered parking on the road.
- In Q House, please take the lift to the 5th Floor – Suites 509/510.
- On leaving lift foyer area turn left. We are at end of walkway facing out.

Directions from the M50 southbound:
- Take the Dundrum/Sandyford exit (13)
- At roundabout take 3rd Exit heading on slip road to M50 southbound/Sandyford/Stillorgan Industrial Park
- At next roundabout take 1st exit (slip road) and keep in right hand lane (Beacon Buildings on right)
- At traffic lights turn right – Beacon Hotel will be on your right
- Turn right at next traffic lights onto Blackthorn Road and pass the Beacon Hospital car park on your right hand side.
- Drive to next set of traffic lights (pedestrian)
- Just after traffic lights turn right onto Furze Road (Spirit Motor Centre on corner of road) – Q house is large building on left hand side beside Insomnia coffee shop
- There is metered parking on the road.
- In Q House, please take the lift to the 5th Floor – Suites 509/510.
- On leaving lift foyer area turn left. We are at end of walkway facing out.

Directions from Rathgar:
- Drive to Dropping Well turn right. Drive to Upper Churchtown Rd and take slip road left.
- Drive to Goat Grill on Taney Rd and turn right.
- Drive through three sets of lights to arrive at The Beacon Hotel Crossroads. Take slip road to left.
- Turn right at next traffic lights (Blackthorn Road with Beacon Hospital on right)
- Drive to next set of pedestrian traffic lights and take the right turn on to Furze Road.
- Q House is first tall building on left hand side.
- Insomnia Café is at ground level.
- There is metered parking on the road. If no parking The Beacon Hospital is just five minutes away.
- Once in Q House, take lift to 5th Floor, proceed through glass doors and turn left.
- 509/510 is at end of walkway facing you.

Directions from Ranelagh/Goatstown
- Drive towards M50 passing Goat Pub on your right and Kilmacud Luas station on your left
- At Beacon crossroads turn left and Beacon Hotel will be on your right
- At traffic lights take next turn right onto Blackthorn Road passing Beacon Hospital car park on your right
- Proceed for 120 yards through next set of traffic lights (pedestrian)
- After traffic lights take next turn right onto Furze Road (Spirit Motor Centre on corner of road)
- Q House is on left hand side beside Insomnia coffee shop. Once inside Q House take lift to 5th Floor. Proceed through glass doors, turn left and we are at end of walkway – Suites 509 & 510
- There is metered parking on the road - €1 per hour
Directions from Luas:
- Take the Luas from St Stephen’s Green and get off at the Sandyford stop
- Cross the road and to your right you will see AIB office on corner of Blackthorn Road. Turn left at this corner and walk up Blackthorn Road. Proceed straight through traffic lights and then take 2nd turn on left onto Furze Road (just before pedestrian traffic lights). Spirit Motor Group is on corner of Furze Road.
- Q House is large building on left on Furze Road
- In Q House take lift to Fifth Floor. We are suites 509-510.
- On leaving lift foyer area turn left. We are at end of walk way facing out

Directions from Taney Road
- Drive to Taney Rd in Dundrum.
- At Goat Grill cross roads take right turn. Then drive through three sets of traffic lights.
- Just before fourth set of lights Beacon Hotel will be in front of you, take the slip road to left. Next lights turn right. You are now on Blackthorn Road. Beacon Hospital car park on right. You can park here if you wish and walk 5 minutes to Q. House.
- Keep driving to next set of lights (pedestrian traffic lights) almost immediately after lights on your right is Furze Rd.
- Q House is large building on right. We are on 5th floor.
- Metered parking on the road.

Directions from The Goat
- Drive to Goat Grill traffic lights (crossroads) from Foster’s Avenue and take slip road to left. Then drive through three sets of traffic lights.
- Just before fourth set of lights Beacon Hotel will be in front of you, take the slip road to left. Next lights turn right. You are now on Blackthorn Road. Beacon Hospital car park on right. You can park here if you wish and walk 5 minutes to Q. House.
- Or keep driving to next set of lights (pedestrian traffic lights) almost immediately after lights on your right is Furze Rd.
- Q House is large building on right. We are on 5th floor.
- Metered parking on the road.

Directions from the Leopardstown Roundabout:
- At roundabout take fourth exit heading toward Beacon Hospital
- Drive to traffic lights at T junction. Turn left.
- Furze Road is second turn on the left.
- Q House if first tall building on left hand side of Furze Road.
- There is metered parking on the road. Or you can park at Beacon Hospital car park.
- In Q House, please take the lift to the 5th Floor.
- On leaving lift foyer area turn left. We are at end of walkway facing out.